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ABSTRACT

In accordance with the invention, a serializer/deserializer core of a field programmable gate array includes a channel clock and a data channel. The data channel can serialize and deserialize data in two modes. In the first mode, an embedded clock signal is recovered from the data. In the second mode, a clock signal is provided by the channel clock. A selection signal determines in which mode each of the data channels in the serializer/deserializer core operates. An stair-step clock generator generates a series of rising edge signals used to serialize and deserialize data. The number of bits serialized and deserialized is determined by the control signals to a set of multiplexers in the stair-step clock generator which determine how many registers in the stair-step clock generator are activated.
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SERIALIZER/DESERIALIZER EMBEDDED IN A PROGRAMMABLE DEVICE

BACKGROUND

A programmable application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is a versatile integrated circuit chip, the internal circuitry of which may be configured by an individual user to realize a user-specific circuit. To configure a programmable ASIC, the user configures an on-chip interconnect structure of the programmable ASIC so that selected input terminals and selected output terminals of selected on-chip circuit components are electrically connected together in such a way that the resulting circuit is the user-specific circuit desired by the user. In a programmable ASIC employing, for example, amorphous silicon antifuses, selected amorphous silicon antifuses disposed between selected wire segments are “programmed” to connect the selected wire segments together electrically. Which antifuses are programmed and which antifuses are left unprogrammed determines how the circuit components are interconnected and therefore determines the resulting circuit.


SUMMARY

In accordance with the invention, a field programmable gate array includes a serializer/deserializer core for serializing parallel data and deserializing serial data. The serializer/deserializer core includes a channel clock and a data channel. The data channel can serialize and deserialize data in two modes. In the first mode, an embedded clock signal is recovered from the data. In the second mode, a clock signal is provided by the channel clock. A selection signal determines in which mode each of the data channels in the serializer/deserializer core operates.

Data are serialized in a parallel-to-serial circuit which includes a series of registers. Once the parallel data are loaded into the series of registers, they are serially clocked out of the registers by a rising edge signal generated by a clock generator and provided to the series of registers. Data are deserialized in a serial-to-parallel circuit which includes a series of registers. Serial data are loaded into the registers using a series of rising edge signals generated by the data clock generator. The data are then switched out of the registers onto a parallel bus in a single clock cycle.

The data channel includes a voltage controlled oscillator. The voltage controlled oscillator includes a set of capacitors.
In transmit mode, parallel data on bus 302 is provided to parallel-to-serial block 304 where the data are serialized. Parallel-to-serial block 304 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 4. Parallel-to-serial block includes two register blocks 303 and 305. Register blocks 303 and 305 are illustrated in more detail in Fig. 5. Register blocks 303 and 305 include a series of registers 301 with inputs connected to a series of multiplexers 503 for built in self testing and outputs connected to a series of multiplexers 505. Parallel data are loaded into registers 301 on the rising edge of a slow clock. Depending on the state of multiplexers 505 either preamble data or actual data are parallel-loaded into registers 506. Multiplexers 505 are then switched to connect registers 506 together and a fast clock generated by a phase locked loop shifts the data, either preamble or actual data, out serially. The serialized data are then provided as an input to transmitter block 306 (Fig. 3) where they are output and provided to pads 308. Transmitter block 306 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 6. The serialized data are provided on line 602, then output to pads 308. The circulator 307 converts the digital TTL/CMOS data to differential, which are then output to pads 308.

In receive mode, serial data from pads 308 are input to receiver block 312. Receiver block 312 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 7. The circuitry shown in Fig. 7 takes the differential serial data received on pads 308 and converts the data to a digital TTL/CMOS data stream 307, which can be understood by the core of the FPGA. Data 307 are then input to PLL control block 400. PLL control block 400 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 9. PLL control block 400 includes a phase-locked loop (PLL) 410, two step-step clock generators 420, and two state machines 408 and 424. The PLL block 400 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 8. The output from PLL control block 400 are input to serial-to-parallel block 314 where the data are deserialized then output as parallel data on bus 316. Serial-to-parallel block 314 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 8. Serial-to-parallel block 314 includes a series of registers. Data are sequentially loaded into the registers, then shifted out as parallel data on bus 316 in a single clock cycle.

As described above, mode selection signal 350 determines if the data channel block operates in clock recovery mode or in channel clock mode. When mode selection signal 350 is low, the data channel block operates in clock recovery mode and when mode selection signal 350 is high, the data channel block operates in channel clock mode.

Data channel 312 operates as follows in clock recovery mode. In clock recovery mode, there is a clock embedded in the data, which must be included with the data in transmit mode, and recovered from the data in receive mode. In transmit mode, PLL 410 must lock to a reference clock before data can be transmitted. The reference clock is provided by the FPGA and is a slow clock, i.e. a clock used for clocking low speed parallel data, not high speed serial data. PLL 410 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 10. PLL 410 includes a phase detector 1002, a charge pump 1004, a voltage-controlled oscillator 1006, and a glitch circuit 1008. Phase detector 1002 compares two clock signals, 1010 and 1012. Clock signal 1010 is the reference clock. Clock signal 1012 is received from step-step clock generator 420, described in more detail below. Stair-step clock generator 420 receives a fast serial data clock signal from the VCO, then divides it by the serialization such that clock signal 1012 can be compared to the reference clock 1010 in phase detector 1002. If clocks 1010 and 1012 do not match, phase detector 1002 signals charge pump 1004 to increase or decrease the voltage to VCO 1006. As long as phase detector 1002 sends signals of sufficient size to charge pump 1004,
glitch circuit 1008 outputs a glitch signal 1014. Glitch circuit 1008 is illustrated in more detail in FIG. 19. Glitch circuit 1008 filters small signals from phase detector 1002, avoiding a loss-of-lock signal for small differences between clock 1010 and clock 1012. When phase detector 1002 stops sending sufficiently large signals to charge pump 1004, glitch signal 1014 switches. After the glitch signal switches, counter 414 (FIG. 9) counts 16 clock cycles. If glitch signal 1014 does not switch again in 16 clock cycles, PLL 410 has locked to reference clock 1010.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, PLL 410's VCO 1006 has a set of switched capacitors which increase the frequency range of the VCO. FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment of VCO 1006. VCO 1006 includes a set of capacitors 1106 connected to a control line 1102 by a set of transistors 1108. In general, as control signal 1102 increases in voltage, the frequency of output signal 1104 decreases. Similarly, as control signal 1102 decreases in voltage, the frequency of output signal 1104 increases. Capacitors 1106 magnify this effect. As the control voltage increases, transistors 1108 begin to turn on, which allows capacitors 1106 to affect the rest of the VCO circuit. The capacitance decreases the frequency of output signal 1104. As the control voltage decreases, transistor 1108 begin to turn off, which isolates the rest of the VCO circuit from capacitors 1106. The reduced capacitance increases the frequency of output signal 1104.

State machine 424, illustrated in more detail in FIG. 13, operates in the transmit mode of clock recovery mode. State machine 424 stays in its first state until lock is established to the reference clock, as described above. State machine 424 then changes to its second state, which allows the transmitter to send preamble. When signal 422 switches, indicating that the receiver has locked to the preamble, state machine 424 switches to its final state. In the final state, the parallel-to-serial block 304 sends data.

The preamble is determined by whether the data channel block is operating in 20:1 clock recovery mode or 10:1 clock recovery mode. Select 20 signal 418 (FIG. 9) determines whether the serialization is 20:1 or 10:1. Select 20 signal 418 adjusts the size of the shift register loop in circuit 420 to divide the slow clock input to the PLL. In 10:1 mode, the preamble is six logic high signals, five logic low signals, seven logic high signals, seven logic high signals, then five logic low signals. In 10:1 mode, the preamble is six logic high signals, six logic low signals, seven logic high signals, then five logic low signals, six logic high signals, seven logic high signals, then five logic low signals, the receiver skips one clock signal in order to properly lock to the preamble.

Transmitter 306 continues to send preamble data until state machine 424 senses that locked signal 422 has switched high, indicating that the receiver has locked to the preamble. State machine 424 determines whether parallel-to-serial block 314 generates preamble or actual data by switching signal 1302. Once the receiver is locked to the preamble data, signal 1302 switches, parallel-to-serial block 304 begins generating actual data, transmitter 306 sends the data received from parallel-to-serial block 304. In 10:1 mode, parallel-to-serial block 304 "packages" the data into 12 bit blocks, where the first bit, or start bit, is a logic high and the last bit, or stop bit, is a logic low. In 20:1 mode, parallel-to-serial block 304 packages the data into two 12 bit blocks where the first bit is a logic high start bit, the tenth bit is a logic low stop bit, the thirteenth bit is a logic high start bit and the twenty-fourth bit is a logic low stop bit.

Parallel-to-serial block 304 switches between preamble and actual data by switching multiplexers 505. Multiplexers 505 are three-way multiplexers. Signal 510 switches a parallel load of preamble data into registers 506. Signal 511 switches a parallel load of actual data into registers 506. Signal 512 switches the data in registers 506 out of the registers.

In receive mode, the data channel block must first lock to a reference clock, as described above in reference to FIGS. 9, 10, and 11. State machine 408, shown in more detail in FIG. 12, is used in receive mode of clock recovery mode. When active, state machine 408 first allows PLL 410 to lock to the reference signal. Once lock is established, counter 414 has counted to 16 before sending signal 416 high, moving the state machine to its next state. In its second state, state machine 408 again waits for PLL 410 to lock to preamble data that may be sent by the transmitter. Once a second lock is established and counter 414 has counted to 16, a rising edge on signal 416 causes state machine 408 to switch signal 425 high after 8 slow clock cycles. Signal 425 can be connected to the transmitter to signal a locked condition.

Once the PLL is locked to the reference clock, state machine 408 switches signal 1208. Signal 1208 controls multiplexer 426 (FIG. 9), which is illustrated in more detail in FIG. 14. When signal 1208 is low, multiplexer 426 passes the reference clock. When signal 1208 switches high, multiplexer 426 passes data, which may initially will be preamble. Once the receiver has locked to the preamble, the state machine activates gate 430 by forcing line 425 high, which allows gate 428 to pass only the embedded clock from multiplexer 426 when gate 428 senses a rising edge between the state bit of one data packet and the start bit of the next data packet.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the step-clock generator 420 (FIG. 9) creates a series of rising edge signals, which are sent to serial-to-parallel block 314 and used to sequentially clock data bits into the registers of serial-to-parallel block 314. Stair-step clock generator 420 is illustrated in more detail in FIG. 15. Stair-step clock generator 420 includes several registers 502 and multiplexers 504. Multiplexers 504 determine how many registers 502 are operating at a given time, which dictates the number of bits being serialized or deserialized. Two of the rising edge signals 441 and 442 are routed through gates 443, 444, and 430. These gates create an envelope, which allows gate 428 to pass the embedded clock from the data stream.

In 20:1 mode, the data are treated as two blocks of 10:1 data. Accordingly, two banks of registers in the serial-to-parallel block are loaded as two blocks of 10:1 data. The stair-step clock generator operates on a 10:1 clock signal, but PLL 410 must operate on a 20:1 clock signal in order to provide the data to serial-to-parallel block fast enough. Thus, the stair-step clock signal is divided by divider 460 in 20:1 mode, such that a 20:1 clock signal is provided as clock signal 1012.
In channel clock mode, channel clocks 114A and 114B (FIG. 1) provide the clock signal with which the data is serialized and deserialized. Channel clocks 114A and 114B are illustrated in more detail in FIG. 16. Each channel clock includes a transmitter 1604 and a receiver 1602. As illustrated in FIG. 2, each channel clock 114 receives two serialization selection signals 202. These serialization selection signals are programmed to determine the serialization associated with each of the channel clocks when data channel blocks 112 operate in channel clock mode. The serializations available for each channel clock are 8:1, 7:1, 4:1, and 1:1. Each channel clock can be programmed with a different serialization, but each channel clock can have only one serialization associated with that channel clock. The circuit in block 1606, illustrated in more detail in FIG. 17, provides four outputs to data channel blocks 112 corresponding to the four possible serializations. Since each channel clock can be selected for each data channel block 112, each data channel block 112 receives eight inputs from the channel clocks, corresponding to four possible serializations for each clock. These eight signals provide the selected serialization to stair-step clock generator 420 (FIG. 9).

Data channel block 112 operates as follows in channel clock mode. The data channel block receives from the FPGA side of the device mode selection signal 350 and clock selection signal 360. Mode selection signal 350 indicates that the data channel block is to operate in channel clock mode, and disables state machine 408. Clock selection signal 360 indicates which channel clock the data channel is to use to serialize and deserialize data. As described above, selection of the channel clock also dictates the serialization. In channel clock mode, data are collected from a data channel block, and the clock signal is collected from a channel clock block, instead of from the data stream.

Since channel clocks 114A and 114B are not used by the data channel blocks in clock recovery mode, the channel clocks can be used as low voltage differential signalling (LVDS) buffers. When not used to provide a clock signal to data channel blocks 112, they can be configured to buffer data from the field programmable gate array side of the device.

Several methods are available to test the SERDES core. In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the data channel blocks in the SERDES core can be tested by a bi-directional loop back test. A conventional loop-back test is illustrated in FIG. 18A. Conventionally, the serialization and deserialization of data is performed by a separate transmitter 802 and receiver 804. The transmitter and receiver are tested by transmitter 802 receiving parallel data from the core of the device on the parallel side 808 of the transmitter, then serializing the data and outputting the data on the serial side 806 of the transmitter. The serial data then loop back into the serial side 806 of receiver 804 where they are deserialized into parallel data and output from the parallel side 808 of receiver 804. The parallel data are then verified.

One embodiment of a bidirectional loop back test according to the present invention is illustrated in FIG. 18B. In contrast to the separate transmitter 802 and receiver 804 described above, the present invention uses data channel blocks 112 each of which can be programmed to operate at a given time as either a transmitter or a receiver. Two adjacent data channel blocks are tested in both directions by a loop back test. In the first loop, data channel 112A is programmed to be a receiver and data channel 112B is programmed to be a transmitter. Data is received on the serial side 810 of data channel 112A, deserialized, then output as parallel data on the parallel side 812 of data channel 112A. The parallel data then loop back in loop 814 to data channel 112B, which is programmed as a transmitter. Data channel 112B receives the parallel data, serializes, then outputs the serial data on serial side 810. The serial data are then verified. Data channel 112B is then switched to a receiver and data channel 112A is switched to a transmitter. Serial data deserialized by data channel 112B, output as parallel data, then looped back in loop 816 to data channel 112A, where the data are serialized and verified.

In one embodiment, a series of registers are provided between the field programmable gate array core and the SERDES core. Multiplexers control the registers. In normal operation, the multiplexers connect the field programmable gate array core to data channels in the SERDES core. In loop-back operation, the multiplexers connect the data channels in the SERDES core together for testing.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the data channel blocks in the SERDES core can be tested by a bi-directional built-in self test (BIST). The bi-directional BIST operates in much the same way as the loop back test described above, except the test data is supplied automatically by a linear feedback shift register connected to a bus which connects to each data channel block and the data is verified automatically by an accumulator connected to a bus which connects to each data channel block. In contrast, the FPGA side of the device supplies and verifies the data used in a loop-back test. Also, in BIST mode, the data is supplied and verified on the parallel side of the data channel blocks, not the serial side as in the bi-directional loop back test described above. The linear feedback shift register coupled to the transmitter provides pseudo random parallel data. The linear feedback shift register coupled to the receiver accumulates the parallel data received and generates a signature. If at the end of the data stream the signature matches a predetermined hardwired correct signature, the test is automatically run in the opposite direction with the linear feedback shift registers and data channels switching values.

FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of BIST. If the data channel is configured to transmit, multiplexer 380 routes the data to line 352, instead of to transmitter 306. If the data channel is configured to receive, the data on line 352 is received on one of lines 354. Multiplexers 356 then isolate the data from receiver 312, and select one of lines 354. One of lines 354 corresponds to data from the data channel on the right side of the data channel shown in FIG. 3 and the other of lines 354 corresponds to the data channel on the left side of the data channel shown in FIG. 3.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the data channel block illustrated in FIG. 3 includes four joint test action group (JTAG) cells for performing boundary scan tests. Under normal operation, transmit/receive selection signal 310 turns one of transmitter 306 and receiver 312 on, and turns the other off. In JTAG testing mode, it is desirable to have both transmitter 306 and receiver 312 on simultaneously, such that the same data channel block can send and receive the data under test. Such an arrangement simplifies debug if errors are found, over an arrangement where different data channel blocks send and receive the data under test. JTAG cells 330 and 332 allow both transmitter 306 and receiver 312 to be active simultaneously by taking separate control of signal 310, without interfering with the function of transmit/receive selection signal 310 when the data channel block is not under test. JTAG cells 330 and 332 enable both the receiver and the transmitter at
the same time, while JTAG cells 336 and 334 actually transmit, receive and check the data.

Although the present invention is described in connection with certain specific embodiments for instructional purposes, the present invention is not limited thereto. The depictions of the various structures in the various diagrams are illustrative. Accordingly, various modifications, adaptations, and combinations of various features of the described embodiments can be practiced without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the following claims.

What is being claimed is:

1. A field programmable gate array comprising:
   a channel clock having a clock output line;
   a data channel capable of serializing and deserializing data, the data channel comprising:
   clock recovery circuitry capable of serializing and deserializing data with an embedded clock signal; and
   channel clock circuitry capable of serializing and deserializing data using a clock signal on the clock output line; and
   a selection line coupled to the data channel, wherein a selection signal on the selection line activates one of the clock recovery circuitry and the channel clock circuitry.

2. The field programmable gate array of claim 1 wherein the data channel further comprises:
   a transmitter coupled to a transmit/receive line; and
   a receiver coupled to the transmit/receive line,
   wherein a transmit/receive signal on the transmit/receive line activates one of the transmitter and the receiver.

3. The field programmable gate array of claim 1 wherein the data channel further comprises:
   an stair-step clock generator comprising:
   a plurality of registers having a plurality of inputs and a plurality of outputs; and
   a plurality of multiplexers coupled to the plurality of inputs;
   wherein the plurality of registers generate a plurality of sequential rising edge signals at the plurality of outputs.

4. The field programmable gate array of claim 3 wherein:
   a first output in said plurality is coupled to an input of an inverter;
   an output of the inverter is coupled to a first input of a first NAND gate;
   a second output in said plurality is coupled to a second input of the first NAND gate;
   an output of the first NAND gate is coupled to an input of a second NAND gate;
   an output of the second NAND gate is coupled to an first input of a third NAND gate;
   a data line is coupled to a second input of the third NAND gate;
   and
   a plurality of data packet signals are provided on said data line, the plurality of data packet signals comprising a start bit, a data bit, and a stop bit.

5. The field programmable gate array of claim 3 wherein the data channel further comprises a plurality of control lines coupled to the plurality of multiplexers, wherein signals on the control lines determine a number of the registers activated by the plurality of multiplexers.

6. The field programmable gate array of claim 5 wherein the channel clock further comprises:

7. The field programmable gate array of claim 1 wherein the data channel block further comprises a voltage controlled oscillator, the voltage controlled oscillator comprising:
   a control line;
   an output line;
   a capacitor;
   a transistor disposed between the capacitor and the output line, the transistor having a gate coupled to said control line.

8. The field programmable gate array of claim 1 wherein the channel clock further comprises a low voltage differential signaling input/output buffer.

9. The field programmable gate array of claim 2 wherein the data channel further comprises:
   a first JTAG cell having a first input line coupled to the transmitter;
   a second JTAG cell having a first input line coupled to the transmitter and a first output line;
   a third JTAG cell having a second enable line coupled to the receiver; and
   a fourth JTAG cell having a second input line coupled to the receiver, and a second output line wherein a first signal on the first enable line and a second signal on the second enable line activate the transmitter and receiver, respectively;
   a third signal on the first output line indicates a fourth signal on the first input line is correct; and
   a fifth signal on the second output line indicates a sixth signal on the second input line is correct.

10. A method of testing a first data channel comprising a first transmitter and a first receiver and a second data channel comprising a second transmitter and a second receiver, the method comprising:
   providing a first set of serial data to the first receiver;
   the first data channel deserializing the first set of serial data to provide a first set of parallel data;
   providing the first set of parallel data to the second transmitter;
   the second data channel serializing the first set of parallel data to provide a second set of serial data;
   verifying the second set of serial data.

11. The method of claim 10 further comprising:
   providing a third set of serial data to the second receiver;
   the second data channel deserializing the third set of serial data to provide a second set of parallel data;
   providing the second set of parallel data to the first transmitter;
   the first data channel serializing the second set of parallel data to provide a fourth set of serial data;
   verifying the fourth set of serial data.

12. The method of claim 10 wherein:
   each of the first and second data channels is coupled to a field programmable gate array; and
providing a first set of serial data comprises receiving a first set of serial data from the field programmable gate array.

13. The method of claim 10 wherein:

each of the first and second data channels is coupled to a linear feedback shift register and an accumulator;

providing a first set of serial data comprises receiving a first set of serial data from the linear feedback shift register; and

verifying the second set of serial data comprises providing the second set of serial data to the accumulator.

14. A method of operating a field programmable gate array having a channel clock having a clock output line, a data channel, and a selection line coupled to the channel, comprising:

providing a selection signal on the selection; and

in response to the selection signal, activating the data channel to serialize and deserialize data with one of an embedded clock signal and a clock signal on the clock output line.